BROCKWELL LIDO STEERING COMMITTEE – Thursday 25th April 2019
Venue – Half Moon Pub
ATTENDEES: Liam Handley (Fusion), Mark Munday (Fusion), Matthew Houghton (Fusion), Sophia
Marsh (Herne Hill Society), Lara Mifsud-Bonici (Lambeth), Michael Boyle (Friends of Brockwell Park),
Miranda Payne (Effra Housing Co-op), Yvonne Levy (BLU), Bianca Ioannides (BLU), Jonathan Blake
(BLU), Stephen Trowell (BLU), Beverley Burton (BLU)
Apologies: Giles Gibson (Herne Hill Forum), Susy Hogarth (Brockwell Park Community Partners)
CJ Faucher and Humphrey Keeleyside were unable to attend and Jonathan Blake and Stephen
Trowell attended to represent BLU in their absence.
Minutes from January’s meeting were accepted
Actions for LH
Action: LH to ensure over-60 swimming card available from reception
Action: LH to make policy explicit on children banned from swimming when water temperature is
below 15C.
Action: LH to email LM-B about permission from Lambeth for Lido promotional flags facing Dulwich
Road
Action: LH to email Lido marketing plan to BLSC.
Action: LH to discuss The Modern Movement (4th and 5th May) with Moses, the event organiser,
especially location of event poolside and/or in car park. Fusion to consider whether to continue this
event after 2019. Bianca suggested moving dates to earlier in year to avoid clash with potentially
busy swimming day.
Action: LH to include Aquathlon event ( 30th June) in Lido communications on events
Action: LH to report specific actions to next BLSC meeting in response to BLSC members’ aspirations
recorded at January meeting.
Discussion about increasing participation of over 60s
Action: LB-M to follow up with Rodney to discuss possible funding provision for those with
disabilities.
Action: Fusion to consult with older users and non-users about their needs and wishes for
appropriate classes/activities. Also to discuss options with Silver Fit. Consider promotion to
beginners, the less-fit, post recovery, as well as older people. Consider an instructor-led gym session
focussed on these groups.
Action: BLU to ask for ideas for above via social media, website and newsletter.
Action: Fusion to promote disability-friendly access and facilities via all channels including park
noticeboards and leaflets in café and park café
Action: Fusion and BLU to publicise details of pool lining options as soon as possible
Action: MM to share pool lining presentation with BLSC
Action: MM to circulate possible dates for a meeting with a small number of BLSC members to
discuss café contract.
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Current Issues
Action: Mark and Liam to return to advertised full pool opening as soon as possible.
Action: LH to follow up on request for hooks in dryside toilets
Action: LH to record all times and duration where the boiler is not working and there is no hot water
for users, and report to Anthony Cawley so that budget can be secured for a new boiler if issues
persist.
Action: LH to investigate apparent pricing anomalies on Lido website and resolve
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